**Wire Tie Tool**

#0695PT  (#0695T)
Secure Wires, Hoses & Conduit With Precision
ABS Handles With Steel Blades
Pull Trigger to Tighten Wire Tie Around Bundle
Twist To Flush Cut
Use on 18# to 50# Wire Ties

**Circuit Testers**

#0691PT  (#0691T)
6-12-24 Volt Pocket Electrical Tester
Removeable Grounding Clip With 34” Lead Wire
Tester Length 5-3/4” With Pierce-Point Tip
Replaceable Bulb #1323 12V 5W or #6428 12V 3W

**Weatherpack Tools**

#0660PT  (#0660T)
Release Tool
Extractor Pick Narrow .05”
Extractor Pick Wide .09”
Releases & Extracts GM, Ford & Chrysler OEM Terminals From Their housings
Insert Into Housing to Depress Terminal Retention bars or Lift Housing Lock

**Deutsch Tools**

#0668PT  (#0668T)
Pick for Repair of Deutsch DT, DTM & DTP Connectors
Use Hook End To Remove Wedgelock
Slide Blade Into Housing to Release Terminal Tab
Pull Wire Backwards to Remove Terminal Deutsch Connectors Page 41 & 42

**Heat Gun & Torch**

Perfect For Small Jobs & Quick Repairs

#0630PT  Pocket Lighter
Generates 2400°F/1300°C Adjustable Flame
Soldering, Fusing Plastic & Emergency Lighter
Butane Refillable & Wind Resistant
Includes Key Chain

#0640T  Heavy Duty Heat Gun
Lightweight Multi-Use Heat Gun
Heat Shrinks Terminals & Tubing
Loosens Rusted Bolts & Fittings
10 Amps - 1200 Watts
2 Temp Settings: 600°F & 1000°F

All Items with QT, KT, GT or PT Suffix are Clam Shell Program Items.